
DEVOPS ENGINEER (M/W/D)

Place of employment:
| Vienna | St. Johann i.d. Haide |
| Full time |

We live our dream of sustainability, offline
and online and there is a lot of technical
know-how behind the production, distribution
and marketing of our fresh products,  to bring
our dream to the customers. Our standards
are high when it comes to quality and the
technology we use to make things work
perfectly. The company "SoFresh IT
Solutions"  is responsible for the ongoing
development and maintenance of the IT
infrastructure for RINGANA, which includes
the development of software products as
well as IT administration and internal IT
support.

 ring(benefits)
Modern, attractive and innovative workplace1.
Great and pleasant working atmosphere in an ultra-modern2.
office, production and logistics building with a friendly
company culture.
RINGANA Competence Development Programme with3.
internal and external training and development
opportunities
Free lunch at the RINGANA Campus or meal allowances at4.
our location in Vienna and free coffee
Flexible working hours (flexitime, no core hours) and home5.
office options for registered employees
Preventive benefits and health measures (e.g. free6.
company training)
Free parking spaces and e-bike rental at the RINGANA7.
Campus or public transport/air conditioning subsidy for our
crew in Vienna
Private and discounted use of the e-charging stations at the8.
RINGANA Campus
Crew and team events such as after-work, summer party,9.
Christmas parties, etc.
Team budget for departmental activities10.

Developing and implementing CI/CD strategies for cloud
backends and native clients
Implementing build pipelines
Defining and implementing automated quality gates together with
stakeholders
Monitoring and optimizing deployed applications
Working in a Scrum team

What you offer
Completed secondary vocational school or bachelor's degree in
computer science, or equivalent relevant work experience



Advanced in using scripting languages and terminals (bash, cmd,
Windows PowerShell,…)
Detailed understanding of software builds and build automation,
as well as experience with common build tools (MSBuild, .NET
Core SDK, Maven, Make,…)
Experience with cloud provisioning and Infrastructure as Code
(IaC) platforms (Pulumi, Terraform, Rancher) is an advantage
Experience with .NET Core and .NET Framework is an
advantage
Experience with Microsoft Azure is an advantage
Experience with Bitbucket, JIRA, Bamboo and TFS/Azure
DevOps is an advantage

Our employees come with their own personality, talent and
commitment, but for legal reasons, we are obliged to print the
standard minimum monthly salary for this position, which is € 2,556
gross (KV for employees of companies in the field of services in
automatic data processing and information technology). As we value
experience and qualification – and because  we know each person is
unique - we will be more than open to better compensate the ones
who excel standards.

ABOUT
RINGANA

 ABOUT
RINGANA

FRESH, EXCELLENT, TRENDSETTING:
These are the values of RINGANA. Each of
these three values is truly anchored in our DNA
and stands for what we are, what we do, what
we are becoming, and how we differentiate
ourselves.

We produce fresh cosmetics and supplements
from natural ingredients, attach great
importance to the use of highly effective,
antioxidant-active ingredients from nature thus
avoiding synthetic preservatives and all
additives. All RINGANA products are lovingly
handmade and shipped directly from the
campus in St. Johann in der Haide (Styria). We
started out in a small laboratory, but now we
are present in many countries and have around
500 employees.

Find out more about us on www.ringana.com

https://www.ringana.com/


apply now

https://ringana.onlyfy.jobs/apply/v5nm1gclpu1frysuilmuthmfrv2zoll

